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Abstract: Highly fluorinated analogs of hydrophobic amino acids are well known to increase the
stability of proteins toward thermal unfolding and chemical denaturation, but there is very little

data on the structural consequences of fluorination. We have determined the structures and

folding energies of three variants of a de novo designed 4-helix bundle protein whose hydrophobic
cores contain either hexafluoroleucine (hFLeu) or t-butylalanine (tBAla). Although the buried

hydrophobic surface area is the same for all three proteins, the incorporation of tBAla causes a

rearrangement of the core packing, resulting in the formation of a destabilizing hydrophobic cavity
at the center of the protein. In contrast, incorporation of hFLeu, causes no changes in core

packing with respect to the structure of the nonfluorinated parent protein which contains only

leucine in the core. These results support the idea that fluorinated residues are especially effective
at stabilizing proteins because they closely mimic the shape of the natural residues they replace

while increasing buried hydrophobic surface area.

Keywords: coiled-coil proteins; de novo designed proteins; fluorinated proteins; hexafluoroleucine;
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Introduction

The introduction of ‘‘unnatural’’ or noncanonical

amino acid side-chains into proteins has proved an

effective and versatile approach to designing pro-

teins with novel properties. Applications include

enhancing the chemical and metabolic stability of

proteins, and introducing chemical functionality ca-

pable of acting either catalytically, or as a reporter

or sensor into proteins.1–4 The development of meth-

ods to incorporate noncanonical amino acids into

proteins biosynthetically, or semisynthetically

through native ligation has greatly increased the

utility of this approach to protein design.4–7
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However, to fully utilize the power of these techni-

ques one needs to understand the structural conse-

quences of incorporating noncanonical side-chains

into a protein. Whereas there are now many thou-

sands of high-resolution structures for ‘‘natural’’ pro-

teins, there are very few structures for proteins con-

taining noncanonical residues so that the effects of

these residues on protein structure remain unclear.

Fluorinated amino acids represent an important

class of noncanonical amino acids and a wide variety

of fluorinated analogs have been incorporated into

proteins.8–11 The substitution of fluorine for hydro-

gen is generally considered sterically nonperturbing

and many ‘‘lightly’’ fluorinated amino acids can be

processed by endogenous tRNA synthetases.12–14

However, our laboratory and others have focused on

introducing highly fluorinated analogs of residues

such as valine, leucine, isoleucine, and phenylala-

nine into proteins as a means of enhancing stabil-

ity.12,15–23 In most cases, these modified proteins

display significantly increased stability toward

unfolding by chemical denaturants and organic sol-

vents, as well as increased resistance to proteolytic

degradation.20,24–26

Currently, our understanding of how fluorina-

tion stabilizes protein folding is impeded by the lack

of structures for proteins containing highly fluori-

nated amino acids. Gellman and coworkers recently

determined both NMR and X-ray structures of

chicken villin headpiece subdomain (cVHP) in which

pentafluorophenylalanine (pFPhe) replaced one of

three Phe residues in the core.27,28 Crystal struc-

tures for pFPhe variants at positions 10 and 17

show the pFPhe ring adopts a conformation very

similar to Phe in the wild-type protein, however only

the pFPhe10 substitution is actually stabilizing. Our

laboratory has focused on the de novo designed, anti-

parallel 4-helix bundle protein, a4H, as a model sys-

tem to understand the effects of fluorination on pro-

tein structure and stability. Toward this goal, we

recently solved and compared the crystal structures

of a4H, which contains Leu at the core ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’

positions, and a4F3a, a derivative of a4H which con-

tains hFLeu at the ‘‘a’’ and Leu ‘‘d’’ positions. Incor-

poration of hFLeu stabilizes the structure of a4F3a

by 0.8 kcal mol�1 hFLeu-residue�1 but is remark-

ably nonperturbing to the structure, even though

hFLeu is �32 Å3 larger than Leu. We attributed this

to the fact that although side-chain volume is

increased, fluorination closely preserves the shape of

the side-chain so that it can still be accommodated

within the tightly packed hydrophobic core.

In this article, we expand our investigation into

the effects of fluorination on protein structure by

analyzing high-resolution X-ray crystal structures of

three further variants of a4H. In a4F3d the Leu resi-

dues at the three ‘‘d’’ positions are now substituted

by hFLeu, allowing the structural effects of introduc-

ing hFLeu at the ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions to be com-

pared. a4F3(6–13) contains the same number of

hFLeu residues as a4F3a and a4F3d, but the packing

is now altered so that hFleu is introduced at one ‘‘a’’

position (10) adjacent to two ‘‘d’’ positions (6 and 13);

this allows interaction between hFLeu residues on

adjacent ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions to be evaluated. As a

nonfluorinated comparison we have determined the

structure of a4tbA6, which contains b-t-butylalanine

(tBAla) at all ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions. This side-chain

has a surface area intermediate between that of Leu

and hFLeu, so that introducing 24 tBAla residues

into the core of a4tbA6should result in a buried

hydrophobic surface area nearly identical to that of

either a4F3d ora4F3(6–13). Therefore, any differences

in structure and stability are expected to arise

primarily from the difference in the shapes of the

side-chains.

Results

Effect of hFLeu and tBAla on stability of a4
proteins

We have previously described the synthesis a4F3d

and determined its free energy of folding.21 The

introduction of three hFLeu residues stabilizes the

folding of a4F3d by -8.6 kcal mol�1 relative to a4H.

For the present studies we initially synthesized

three new a4 variants: a4F3(6–13), which contains

hFLeu in place of Leu at positions 6, 10, and 13;

a4F3(17–24), which contains hFLeu in place of Leu

at positions 17, 20, and 24; and a4tbA6, which con-

tains the leucine analog b-t-butylalanine in place of

Leu at all 6 ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions.

The free energies of folding for each protein

were determined by titration with guanidinium

hydrochloride and following ellipticity changes at

222 nm (Supporting Information Fig. S1). Each pro-

tein unfolded in a cooperative manner that was well-

fitted by assuming a two-state transition between

unfolded monomer and folded tetramer. The results

are summarized in Table I. Although all these var-

iants are, as expected, more stable than a4H, it is

evident that incorporating hFLeu at mixed ‘‘a’’ and

‘‘d’’ positions is not as stabilizing as incorporating

hFLeu at either all ‘‘a’’ or all ‘‘d’’ positions. Similarly,

tBAla does not stabilize the structure of a4 as effec-

tively as hFLeu.

Crystallization of a4F3d, a4F3(6-13) and a4tbA6

To investigate how the changes in thermodynamic

stability are related to changes in structure we crys-

tallized three of these proteins, a4F3d, a4F3(6–13)

and a4tbA6 and determined their structures by X-

ray crystallography. We were unable to obtain well-

diffracting crystals of a4F3(17–24), precluding this

protein from structural comparison.
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a4F3d,a4F3(6–13) and a4tbA6 crystallized under

similar buffer and precipitant conditions to other a4

proteins (see Materials and Methods section). In

each case the asymmetric unit comprises two pep-

tide chains, A and B; the tetrameric bundle was gen-

erated from the appropriate symmetry operations.

a4F3d crystallized in the P21212 space group and its

structure determined at 1.19 Å resolution (Table II),

with all residues being well resolved except the last

residue of both the A and B chains. a4F3(6–13) crys-

tallized in the space group I41 and its structure was

determined at 1.48 Å resolution (Table II); in this

case all but the last two residues of both the A and

B chains were well resolved. a4tbA6 crystallized in

space group P21212, and its structure was deter-

mined at 1.54 Å resolution (Table II); all but the first

two and last two residues of chain A were resolved.

The structures were solved by molecular replace-

ment using the structure of a4H as a model.

As expected based on the structure of a4H, each

protein adopted an anti-parallel 4-helix bundle

structure in which complementary electrostatic

interactions between interfacial residues at the ‘‘b’’

and ‘‘e’’ positions and ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘g’’ positions enforce the

antiparallel topology. Overall the helices of a4F3d,

a4F3(6–13) and a4tbA6 superimpose on the structure

of a4H with side-chain Ca, Cb, and Cc atom rmsd val-

ues of �1 Å or smaller (Table III).

Crystal packing effects
Interestingly, all the a4 proteins whose structures

we have now solved crystallize in lattices with

unusually low solvent contents (three proteins crys-

tallized in the P21212 space group and three in the

I41 space group). Whereas the average fractional sol-

vent volume for protein crystal structures in the

Protein Data Bank is �50%, the a4 proteins crystal-

lize with only �30% solvent volume. To achieve this,

the a4 proteins pack in the crystal end-to-end with

narrow solvent channels between tetramers, as

shown in Figure 1. In some cases this results in the

charged residues at interfacial positions forming

salt-bridges between adjacent tetramers, for exam-

ple, ArgA16 in a4F3d (Fig. 2), rather than between

the a-helices of the 4-helix bundle as they were

designed to do.

Structures of a4F3d and a4F3(6-13)

The Leu/hFLeu residues in the a4 proteins pack the

hydrophobic core in a regular manner forming six

layers (arbitrarily numbered from the N-terminus of

chain A), with each layer comprising side-chains

Table I. Free Energies of Folding for the Proteins Described in This Study

Protein(10) DGo
fold (kcal mol�1) m (kcal mol�1 MGuHCl

�1)

DDGo
fold DDGo

fold

from a4H (kcal mol�1) (kcal mol�1hFLeu residue�1)

a4H �18.0 6 0.2 �1.04 6 0.04 NA NA
a4tbA6 �22.3 6 0.1 �1.78 6 0.03 �4.3 6 0.2 NA
a4F3(6–13) �23.7 6 0.2 �1.98 6 0.05 �5.7 6 0.3 �0.48 6 0.03
a4F3(17–24) �23.1 6 0.1 �2.16 6 0.03 �5.1 6 0.2 �0.43 6 0.03
a4F3d �26.6 6 0.1 �2.24 6 0.03 �8.6 6 0.2 �0.72 6 0.02

Table II. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics for a4F3d,a4F3(6–13) and a4tbA6

Data set a4F3d a4F3(6–13) a4tbA6

Space group P21212 I41 P21212
Unit cell a ¼ 30.82; b ¼ 39.25;

c ¼ 41.23
a ¼b ¼ 49.58;

c ¼ 41.57
a ¼ 31.31; b ¼ 37.42;

c ¼ 40.76
a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 90 a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 90 a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 90

Wavelength, Å 0.97872 0.97856 0.97872
dmin, Å 1.19 (1.19–1.21) 1.48 (1.48–1.51) 1.54 (1.54–1.57)
Rsym, % 5.7 (15.5) 4.4 (46.6) 4.5 (52.2)
<I/rI> 20 (10) 20 (3) 20 (3)
Completeness, % 98.1 (76.2) 99.9 (100.0) 98.2 (93.9)
Redundancy 7.9 (7.6) 11.0 (10.9) 10.2 (9.3)
Refinement statistics

Data range, Å 11.16–1.19 10.00–1.48 27.56–1.54
R factor, % 17.8 25.2 24.2
Rfree, % 18.7 31.8 24.5
Protein atoms, # 517 487 431
Water molecules, # 49 26 55
Reflections, # 16,392 8484 7348

rmsd
Bonds (Å) 0.009 0.010 0.008
Angles (�) 1.08 1.19 0.96
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from two ‘‘a’’ positions and two ‘‘d’’ positions. The

modeled electron density for a cross-section of layer

4 of a4F3d and a4F3(6–13) is shown in Figure 2. The

electron density for the hFLeu trifluoromethyl

groups is well defined with the individual fluorine

atoms clearly resolved. The space-filling representa-

tion of layer 4 (Fig. 2) shows that the hydrophobic

cores are tightly packed in a similar manner to the

parent a4H protein. However, some charged residues

in the external positions of the tetramers exhibit

marked conformational differences. These differen-

ces may be attributed to crystal packing effects, as

noted above.

For antiparallel coiled-coil bundles, there are

two different helical interfaces formed by residues at

‘‘b’’ and ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘g’’ positions. In a4H this

results in Leu at ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions occupying dis-

tinctly different environments, with ‘‘a’’ residues

packing toward the ‘‘b–e’’ interface and ‘‘d’’ residues

packing toward the ‘‘c–g’’ interface. The inter-helical

spacing is also different, with the ‘‘b–e’’ interface

being narrower than the ‘‘c–g’’ interface; this is a

consequence of the heptad repeat placing Leu resi-

dues in ‘‘a’’ positions toward the central core axis

while Leu residues in ‘‘d’’ positions are oriented

away from the central axis, toward adjacent helices.

Ina4F3d this packing arrangement is preserved, with

hFLeu packing in a knobs-into-holes manner along

the ‘‘c–g’’ interface and Leu packing along the ‘‘b–e’’

interface to form a fluorinated ‘‘stripe’’ (Fig. 3)—an

arrangement that exactly mirrors that found for

a4F3a. For a4F3(6–13) the positions of the hFLeu res-

idues results in a more complex pattern. The ‘‘b–e’’

interface of has two clusters of hFLeu residues that

project into the core, which are separated by LeuA17

and LeuB17. The ‘‘c–g’’ interface forms a chain of flu-

orinated residues that crosses from one helix to the

other through contacts between hFLeuA13 and

hFLeuD13.

The hydrophobic cores of both a4F3d and a4F3(6-

13) appear to be efficiently packed, with each core

residue making extensive van der Waals contacts

with other residues, as illustrated for one residue,

LeuA17 in a4F3d, in Figure 4. The packing efficiency,

defined as the volume occupied by the peptide

chains divided by the total volume of the core, is

�88% for a4F3d and �89% for a4F3(6–13). These val-

ues are very similar to those previously calculated

for a4H, and a4F3a,which have packing efficiencies

of �90% (29). Thus the additional stability imparted

by hFLeu does not result from more efficient core

packing in a4F3d and a4F3(6–13), that is, fewer void

spaces in the core. Instead, it appears better attrib-

uted to the increase in the hydrophobic buried sur-

face area due to hFLeu.

We compared the core packing of Leu and

hFLeu residues for each of the six layers of a4F3d

and a4F3(6–13) with the parent protein a4H (Fig. 5).

The central 4 layers (layers 2–5) of a4H, a4F3d and

a4F3(6–13) are packed such that the residues at ‘‘a’’

positions extend into the center of the protein core

towards the corresponding residue at the opposite

‘‘a’’ position, whereas the residues at the ‘‘d’’ positions

are less deeply buried and are oriented towards the

‘‘c–g’’ interface. In the outer layers (layers 1 and 6)

the packing arrangement is reversed, with residues

in ‘‘d’’ positions extending into the center of the

Table III. RMSD Values (Å) of Ca, Cb, and Cc Atom
Coordinates Between all Pairs of Structures from This
Study and Previously Reported Structures of a4H and
a4F3a29

Protein a4H a4F3a a4F3d a4F3(6–13)

a4H —
a4F3a 1.01 —
a4F3d 0.55 0.92 —
a4F3(6–13) 0.67 0.88 0.49 —
a4tbA6 1.11 1.08 1.13 0.97

Figure 1. Crystal packing of a4F3(6–13) in space group I41. The proteins pack unusually tightly resulting in a solvent content

of only 30%.
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helical bundle to make contact with their counter-

parts a ‘‘d,’’ and residues at the ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘a’’’ positions

are oriented towards the ‘‘b–e’’ interface.

The introduction of the significantly larger

hFLeu residues at either the ‘‘a’’ or ‘‘d’’ position is

surprisingly benign. It has essentially no effect on

the packing of the layer in which it is introduced

nor on adjacent layers (some minor changes in roto-

mer conformations of adjacent residues occur). Nota-

bly, there is no evidence that fluorinated residues

form preferential contacts with each other, as has

been predicted based on the tendency of perfluori-

nated solvents to self-segregate,15,30,31 also known as

the fluorous effect.

Assessing the influence of side-chain shape on

core packing and stability
We previously hypothesized that the ability of fluori-

nated amino acids such as hFLeu to stabilize protein

structures resulted from the fact that fluorination

closely preserves the shape of the side-chain whilst

increasing the overall hydrophobic volume. Indeed

Figure 2. Top: Representative electron density (2Fo - Fc) maps for each protein with residues contoured at 1.0r. Bottom:

Space-filling representations of the hydrophobic core illustrating how fluorination conserves the tight packing of side-chains.

Fluorine atoms are colored purple. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 3. Layer 1 of the core is shown to the left; layer 6 to the right. In a4tbA6 residues at ‘‘a’’ positions are colored dark

gray to distinguish them from residues at ‘‘d’’ positions. Fluorine atoms are colored purple. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the structures of three highly fluorinated proteins,

a4F3a, a4F3d and a4F3(6–13), demonstrate the ability

of hFLeu to integrate seamlessly into the 4-helix

bundle. However, to test this hypothesis more rigor-

ously we designed a nonfluorinated a4 variant with

a core volume very close to that of the a4F3 series of

proteins. This protein, a4tbA6, incorporates b-t-buty-

lalanine (tBAla) residues at all ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions.

In essence, this introduces an additional methyl

group at the Cc of Leu and represents one of the

least intrusive perturbations to the side-chain that

can be accomplished exclusive of fluorination. The

volume and surface area of tBAla is intermediate

between Leu and hFleu, and thus when incorporated

at both ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’ positions the core volume and

buried surface area of a4tbA6 almost exactly matches

that of a4F3a, a4F3d and a4F3(6–13).

The packing of tBAla side-chains in a4tbA6 over-

all resembles that of a4H (Figs. 3 and 5), however,

the introduction of the tBAla group leads to an

expansion of the ‘‘b–e’’ interface to accommodate this

bulkier side-chain. This leads to a larger rmsd of the

backbone atoms from the structure of a4H than is

seen for the fluorinated proteins. The packing of the

hydrophobic core is significantly different from that

of a4H, a4F3d and a4F3(6–13), as shown in Figure 5.

In layers 1 and 6 tBAla residues in ‘‘d’’ and ‘‘d’’’ posi-

tions extend into the center of the core to make con-

tact, similar to the other structures. However, in

layers 2–5 the side-chains abut each other across

the ‘‘b–e’’ and ‘‘c–g’’ interfaces, creating a cavity that

runs through the center of the protein that is closed

at each end by residues in layers 1 and 6. This alter-

ation in structure demonstrates its sensitivity to the

change in shape of the t-butyl side-chain.

Measurements of the cavity volume using Chi-

mera with a probe radius of 1.4 Å indicate the pres-

ence of five discrete cavities with a total volume of

�270 Å3 (Fig. 6). The eight tBAla residues of layers

3 and 4 form the central, and largest, cavity of �100

Å3. The 2Fo – Fc electron density map of a4tbA6 dis-

plays additional electron density in the central cav-

ity at �50% occupancy (Fig. 6). The identity of the

guest molecule is unknown, but a hydrophobic cavity

of this size could accommodate molecular nitrogen or

oxygen and may provide a nonspecific binding site

for other small hydrophobic molecules.

Even though a4tbA6 contains a large hydropho-

bic cavity, the overall packing efficiency of the

hydrophobic core is still �90%, which is very simi-

lar to the other a4 proteins. This somewhat surpris-

ing result arises because the a4H and a4F3 proteins

have more small void spaces within their structures

that are not registered by the standard 1.4 Å ra-

dius probe used to identify cavities large enough to

accommodate water or other small molecules. In

a4tbA6, the t-butyl side-chains pack together in

such a way that there are fewer small voids in the

structure and this compensates for the large cen-

tral cavity. If this cavity is excluded from the anal-

ysis, the packing efficiency of a4tbA6 increases to

�92%.

The presence of this cavity provides an explana-

tion for the decreased stability of a4tbA6 with respect

to a4F3(6–13) a4F3a and a4F3d, despite the fact that

each contains very similar amounts of buried hydro-

phobic surface area. Large hydrophobic cavities are

known from various studies to destabilize the folded

state.32 The energetic penalty for introducing a cav-

ity into a4tbA6 can be estimated using the generally

accepted value of 24 cal mol�1 Å�3 for the hydropho-

bic effect in proteins.33 The calculated reduction in

stability is �4.8 kcal mol�1, which is in reasonable

agreement with the observed decrease in stability

compared to fluorinated proteins with similar hydro-

phobic surface areas.

Figure 4. Left: Distances between LeuA17 and adjacent Leu residues in a4F3d. Right: The equivalent distance measurements

between LeuA17 and adjacent hFLeu residues in a4F3d. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Discussion
By determining the structures of these highly fluori-

nated model proteins we aim to better understand the

remarkable and seemingly quite general ability of flu-

orinated amino acids to stabilize protein structure. In

particular, we wanted to test whether preferential

interactions between fluorinated residues,15,16,34,35

sometimes referred to as the ‘‘fluorous effect,’’ were re-

sponsible for the stabilizing effects of fluorinated

amino acids. This idea is predicated upon the unusual

phase-segregating properties of perfluorocarbon sol-

vents, which selectively extract highly fluorinated

small molecules from organic solvents into the per-

fluorocarbon solvent.36,37 Our previous analysis of the

structure of a4F3a revealed no evidence that contacts

between fluorocarbon residues are more stabilizing

than contacts between hydrocarbon residues, once dif-

ferences in buried surface area are accounted for.

Figure 5. Comparison of core packing in fluorinated and nonfluorinated a4 proteins. The pattern of hydrophobic contacts is

generally unchanged by fluorination, despite the hFLeu side-chain being significantly larger, whereas the introduction of the

tBAla side-chain results in the formation of a central cavity in the protein. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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In the present study we have extended our

investigation to examine the interactions of hFLeu

in two different packing arrangements, one that

introduces hFLeu in only ‘‘d’’ positions (a4F3d) and

another that introduces hFLeu in alternating ‘‘a’’

and ‘‘d’’ positions. Here again we find no evidence

that fluorous interactions contribute to the stability

of these proteins. The core residues ina4F3d and

a4F3(6–13) show no preference towards maximizing

fluorine–fluorine contacts or minimizing fluorine–

hydrogen contacts, as might have been expected if

segregation of fluorous residues was important.

Thus the distances between the hydrogen atoms of

the a4F3d LeuA17 and adjacent Leu residues vary

between 2.2 and 3.0 Å, whereas the distances

between the hydrogen atoms of LeuA17 and adjacent

hFleu residues range between 2.7 and 3.1 Å (Fig. 4).

Furthermore, although a4F3d is more stable than

a4F3(6–13), this does not correlate with an increase

in the number of fluorine–fluorine contacts. As illus-

trated in Figures 3 and 5, hFleu residues in a4F3(6–

13) actually form a more extensive set of fluorine–

fluorine contacts than a4F3d, both across layers of

the hydrophobic core (Fig. 5) and between layers of

the core (Fig. 3).

Although they each contain the same number of

hFLeu residues, a4F3(6–13) and a4F3(17–24) are sig-

nificantly less stable than a4F3a and a4F3d. These

differences may be explained by vertical packing

interactions of the ‘‘b–e’’ and ‘‘c–g’’ interfaces, the im-

portance of which has been highlighted in studies on

other antiparallel coiled-coil proteins.38–40 The

knobs-into-holes packing of ‘‘b–e’’ and ‘‘c–g’’ interfaces

for a4F3a and a4F3d contain only like residues, in

which Leu residues pack exclusively into the vertical

hole created by two Leu residues of the adjacent he-

lix and hFLeu residues follow a similar packing

arrangement at the opposite interface. This creates

a very regular packing arrangement. However, for

a4F3(6–13) the pattern of hydrocarbon- and fluoro-

carbon-containing amino acids is altered, so that the

hydrocarbon ‘‘stripe’’ that runs through the ‘‘b–e’’

interface is interrupted by hFLeu in position 10 and,

similarly, the fluorocarbon ‘‘stripe’’ that runs through

the ‘‘c–g’’ interface is interrupted by Leu in position

20 (Fig. 3). The result is that the interface displays

a less regular packing arrangement because of the

mixed Leu:hFLeu knobs-into-holes packing (Fig. 3),

which may be less energetically stable.

The hFLeu side-chain is significantly larger

than Leu, with the additional volume occupied by

the two CF3 groups being approximately equivalent

to adding two further methyl groups to the Leu side-

chain. Yet a striking feature of all the a4F3

Figure 6. Left: Side view of a4tbA6 displaying cavities in the hydrophobic core. Right: Electron density (2Fo - Fc) maps for

layers 3 and 4 of a4tbA6 contoured at 1.0r. Electron density for tBAla residues shown in gray and unmodeled electron density

shown in blue. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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fluorinated proteins is how little the introduction of

24 CF3 groups into the core perturbs the structure

of the protein. The rmsd of the Ca, Cb, and Cc atoms

from the structure of a4H (Table III) provides one

measure to quantify the degree of structural similar-

ity. By this measure, the introduction of hFLeu at

‘‘d’’ positions is less perturbing than at the ‘‘a’’ posi-

tions. This is because the ‘‘b–e’’ interface, into which

‘‘a’’ position residues pack, is narrower than the ‘‘c–g’’

interface, which accommodates the ‘‘d’’ position resi-

dues. The helices in a4F3a (rmsd 1.01 Å) are conse-

quently displaced further apart than the helices of

a4F3d (rmsd 0.55 Å), with the structure of a4F3(6–

13) (rmsd 0.67 Å) deviating by an intermediate

amount.

We consider the most likely reason for the gen-

eral compatibility of hFLeu to be that it closely

matches the shape of the Leu side-chain it replaces.

The structure of a4tbA6 supports this idea. Here,

addition of a third methyl group to the Leu side-

chain increases the hydrophobic surface area, but

also subtly changes the shape of the side-chain.

This substitution stabilizes the structure of a4tbA6

relative to a4H, although less than we predicted,

but also causes the packing of the core to be signifi-

cantly altered. As a consequence its structure devi-

ates by the greatest amount from a4H, with a rmsd

of 1.11 Å. The formation of a hydrophobic channel

in the center of a4tbA6 was unanticipated and illus-

trates how a very modest change in volume and

shape can alter the structure of the generally ro-

bust antiparallel 4-helix bundle motif. The channel

presumably contributes to the lower stability of this

protein compared to the hFLeu-containing proteins

that have comparable buried hydrophobic surface

areas.

In conclusion, these studies expand the number

of crystal structures available for extensively fluori-

nated proteins and reveal how these larger, but simi-

larly shaped side-chains can be accommodated

within the structure of an existing protein core. The

structure of a4tbA6 is, to our knowledge, the first

structure of a protein containing the leucine analog

tBAla. The change in core packing imposed by the

tBAla side-chain underscores the uniquely non-per-

turbing nature of fluorinated leucine analogs. Our

results suggest that hFLeu is likely to be generally

compatible as a substitute for Leu in structures that

include knobs-into-holes packing. We hope that

these studies may provide a useful guide for future

protein design efforts using highly fluorinated amino

acids.

Materials and Methods

Materials and peptide synthesis
L-5,5,5,5’,5’,5’-hexafluoroleucine was synthesized as

described previously41 and converted to the Boc-pro-

tected derivative by standard procedures. Fmoc-pro-

tected b-t-butyl-L-alanine was purchased from AnaS-

pec. hFLeu containing peptides were synthesized by

manual Boc procedures and a4tbA6 was synthesized

by manual Fmoc procedures according to established

protocols. All peptides were purified via Waters pre-

paratory RP-HPLC using a linear gradient contain-

ing 0.1% TFA with a flow rate of 10 mL min�1.

Peptide identity was confirmed using MALDI-MS

with a matrix of a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid.

Free energies of unfolding

The free energies of unfolding were determined by

titration with guanidium hydrochloride at 25�C.

Stock solutions were prepared containing 40 lM

peptide (concentration of monomer) in 10 mM potas-

sium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, both with and with-

out 8.0M GuHCl. An auto-titrator was used to mix

the two solutions to incrementally increase the con-

centration of GuHCl in the sample CD cuvette (path-

length 1 cm); after equilibration for several minutes

the ellipticity at 222 nm was measured. The denatu-

ration curves were fitted assuming a two-state

equilibrium between unfolded monomer and folded

tetramer as described previously.21,35

Crystallization

Peptides were dissolved in 10 mM Tris buffer (pH

7.0) to a concentration of 6 mM as determined by ab-

sorbance at 280 nm. Crystals were grown by vapor

diffusion at 20�C in a hanging drop with 2 lL pep-

tide and 2 lL precipitant containing 100 mM CHES

buffer (pH 9.0) and 48% PEG 400 for a4tbA6, 100

mM Tris buffer (pH 7.8) and 55% PEG 400 for

a4F3d, and 100 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.5) and 48%

PEG 600 for a4F3(6–13). Crystals were frozen with

liquid N2in their mother liquor for data collection.

Data collection and refinement

Data was collected at the advanced photon source

(APS) (LS-CAT Beamlines 21-F and 21-G) at the

Argonne National Laboratory and were collected on

a MarCCD (Mar USA, Evanston, IL) at wavelengths

of 0.97872 and 0.97857 Å, respectively, at -180�C.

Data was processed and scaled with HKL2000.42

The peptide a4F3(6–13) crystallized in space group

I41 with unit cell parameters a ¼ b ¼ 49.58, c ¼
41.57, a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 90�. The peptides a4tbA6 and

a4F3d crystallized in space group P21212 with a4tbA6

unit cell parameters a ¼ 31.31, b ¼ 37.42, c ¼ 40.76,

a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 90� and a4F3d unit cell parameters a ¼
30.82, b ¼ 39.25, c ¼ 41.23, a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 90�. All

crystals contain a dimer in the asymmetric unit.

Phases were initially determined by molecular

replacement using Phaser in the CCP4i suite of pro-

grams.43 For a4tbA6 and a4F3(6–13) a monomer of

a4H was used as a starting model with Leu 10, 17,

and 24 mutated to hFLeu and all other side-chains
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truncated to Ala, for a4F3d, a4F3(6–13) was used as

a starting model with hFLeu10 mutated to Leu. The

PRODRG web server was used to generate coordi-

nates and restraint parameters for hFLeu, tBAla,

and nonwater solvent molecules.44 Peptide models

were refined by rigid body refinement and

restrained refinement using Buster.45 Side-chains

were built using Coot46 with 2Fo – Fc and Fo – Fc

electron density maps from Buster.

The refinement of a4tbA6 to 1.54 Å resulted in

Rwork ¼ 24.2% and Rfree ¼ 24.5%. The refinement of

a4F3d to 1.19 Å resulted in Rwork ¼ 17.8% and Rfree

¼ 18.7%. The refinement of a4F3(6–13) to 1.48 Å

resulted in Rwork ¼ 25.2% and Rfree ¼ 31.8%. All res-

idues from the three structures are in the allowed

regions of the Ramachandran plot. Structures were

validated with Molprobity,47 Parvarti,48 and what-

check.49 Areas of poor electron density were not

modeled, these include: a4tbA6 residue 27 of chain A

and 1 and 27 of chain B; a4F3d residues 26 and 27 of

chain A and 27 of chain B; a4F3(6–13) residues 1–4

and 27 of chain A and 26 and 27 of chain B. Data

refinement statistics are given in Table II.

Volume and surface area calculations
Protein volumes and surface areas were analyzed

using MSMS in Chimera with a probe radius of 1.4

Å corresponding to a water molecule and a vertex

density of 10. Surface area and volume were meas-

ured from monomers of chains A and B with sur-

face-exposed side-chains in the ‘‘b,’’ ‘‘c,’’ ‘‘e,’’ ‘‘f,’’ and

‘‘g’’ positions mutated in silico to alanine. Rmsd val-

ues of protein tetramers were determined using

PyMOL.
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